One feels a similar bent among these contributors who wrote on their favorite texts for ministry. In reading their articles two subliminal themes bled through:
First is that scripture shapes authentic ministry. Popular notions of ministry seem somewhat overtaken by pragmatism (what "works") and utilitarianism (what people find "useful"). And some feel more heavily informed by manuals on management and marketing, than by scripture. The way our contributing writers ground their practice of ministry firmly in scripture is immensely reassuring.
Second, ministry also helps shape an authentic theology. Each writer in this issue, whether overtly or subliminally, reveals how the agonies and mysteries of real time ministry have reframed his or her understanding and/or use of scripture.
As the guest editors, we hope that your ministry will be enriched by both of these themes -and that your "hearts will be strangely warmed." "Favorite Texts for Ministry" is devoted to the personal and theological reflections of men and women from a variety of backgrounds and experiences in ministry. Each has selected a favorite text and shared from the personal reservoir of their life and work the ways in which it has shaped their ministry. We are pleased that there was no duplication in the selection of scriptures and that the spectrum carries us from the book of Job to I John. With this realization we have ordered the issue according to the passages as they unfold from the pages of the Old Testament through the New Testament. We feel certain that this will be an inspiring and moving journey of faith for our readers.
Our writers write out of the circumstances of life and ministry, sharing stories, experiences, and lessons learned as they share with us a favorite text. Alfred Darryl Jumper begins the issue with a reflection on Job 42.10 that speaks to the power to move through the challenges of personal loss and conflict in relationships that resides in God's instruction to Job that he pray for his friends. Such prayers take the focus off "me" and hold out the promise of reconciliation and blessing. Mark Manassee draws from his experience in pastoral care as a hospital chaplain and his own journey of suffering and loss. He shares the strength he found in Psalm 46 as he looked to God as a refuge for his soul. Jeannie and Mike Cagle find encouragement for ministry from Psalm 63. Walk with them as they move through low places in ministry to a place where they are able to sing, "Lord, your love is better than life." From the book of Amos, Charisa HunterCrump finds a model for prophetic ministry. She claims the challenge for prophetic preaching and embraces the courage to "disturb the calm waters of our easy answers." With equal courage Katie Hays shares a personal lament that takes her into the lament of Habakkuk as he stands on the ramparts and seeks an answer from God. She invites us to join all who keep vigils on lonely ramparts.
